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METHOD AND APPARATUS TO ENHANCE which allows compatible hardware to both supply power to 
THE SECURITY OF CONTACT - LESS CARDS and communicate with an otherwise passive ( i.e. unpow 

ered ) electronic tag ( e.g. an NFC tag / controller ) . An NFC tag 
BACKGROUND typically includes an integrated circuit ( IC ) chip with control 

5 logic , and an antenna for radio communication . Active tags 
The present invention relates , generally , to the field of refer to those that have an internal power source ; passive 

contact - less smart cards , and more specifically , to enhancing tags refer to those that don't have an internal power source . 
the security of smart contact - less cards . Active tags can transmit radio frequency information 

A contact - less smart card is a contactless credential whose whether or not they are within the interrogation zone of an 
dimensions are credit card size . A contact - less smart card 10 NFC reader . Passive tags are inductively powered by the 
contains embedded integrated circuits that may store , and radio frequency waves received from the NFC reader , and 
sometimes process , data and communicate with a terminal transmit , or “ reflect , ” a modulated signal containing card 
through communication protocols such as near - field com information . Active tags are able to transmit much more 
munication ( NFC ) and radio - frequency identification information than passive tags . However , even passive tags 
( RFID ) . Contact - less smart cards may be used for business 15 are able to transmit on the order of several kilobits of 
transactions , identification , authentication , and data storage . information . Additionally , an NFC tag may contain a small 

amount of non - volatile memory which may be used to store 
BRIEF SUMMARY personal data . 

NFC technology may be used for social networking ( e.g. 
A structure for a contact - less card , the contact - less card 20 sharing of contacts , photos , videos ) , identity documents , 

may include a touch sensor electrically coupled to a fixed keycards , and for contact - less payment systems . As such , 
power source . The contact - less card may include a contact cards such as credit cards , debit cards , driver's licenses , and 
less communication controller electrically coupled to the other identification cards have seen a technological shift 
touch sensor . The contact - less communication controller towards contact - less card technologies such as RFID and 
includes an integrated circuit containing card information . 25 NFC . For example , Europay , MasterCard , Visa ( EMV ) 
The integrated circuit transmits the card information based cards , which are currently used in the Americas and in many 
on a signal from the touch sensor . The contact - less card may European nations , include integrated circuits and contact 
include an antenna electrically coupled to the contact - less plates which may be placed in contact with readers inside 
communication controller . The antenna transmits card infor payment terminals , and may include NFC circuits which 
mation received from the contact - less communication con- 30 engage in contact - less communications with NFC readers . 
troller . While EMV cards and other contact - less cards are rela 

A structure for a contact - less card , the contact - less card tively secure when implemented along with a magnetic 
may include a touch sensor . The contact - less card may stripe and / or a chip , the contact - less feature nevertheless 
include a contact - less communication controller electrically renders a contact - less card vulnerable to a variety of attacks . 
coupled to the touch sensor . The contact - less communica- 35 For example , some contact - less cards transmit certain 
tion controller includes an integrated circuit containing card account holder information to nearby ( e.g. within 10 cm or 
information . The integrated circuit transmits the card infor greater ) card readers without encryption . Such information 
mation based on a signal from the touch sensor . The contact is vulnerable to skimming attacks in which a card reader , 
less card may include an antenna electrically coupled to the which may be concealed , may be used to gain unauthorized 
contact - less communication controller . The antenna trans- 40 access to account holder information ( e.g. card number , 
mits card information received from the contact - less com expiration date ) . Contact - less cards are also vulnerable to 
munication controller . The antenna is electrically coupled to relay attacks in which some attacker relays communications 
the touch sensor . between contact - less cards and contact - less card readers to 

engage in unauthorized transactions . In view of these and 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 45 other vulnerabilities of contact - less cards , there is a need for 

enhanced security within the contact - less card to protect 
FIG . 1 illustrates a set of contact - less devices ; contact - less cardholders and issuers from theft and fraudu 
FIG . 2 illustrates an enhanced contact - less card , in accor lent activity . 

dance with an embodiment of the present invention ; Embodiments of the present invention disclose an 
FIG . 3 illustrates an enhanced contact - less card , in accor- 50 enhanced contact - less card 200 , described below , which 

dance with another embodiment of the present invention ; provides a method and apparatus for enhancing the security 
FIG . 4 illustrates an enhanced contact - less card , in accor of the contact - less card . In embodiments of the invention , 

dance with another embodiment of the present invention ; enhanced contact - less card 200 may be a contact - less credit 
FIG . 5 is an example use case illustrating the operations debit card which includes , in addition to an integrated 

of the contact - less card of FIG . 2 , in accordance with an 55 contact - less communication controller and antenna , an inte 
embodiment of the present invention ; and grated touch sensor and an integrated touch relay powered 

FIG . 6 is an example use case illustrating the operations by an integrated power source . In embodiments of the 
of the contact - less card of FIG . 2 , in accordance with an invention , the integrated contact - less communication con 
embodiment of the present invention . troller may be configured for NFC transmission ( i.e. an NFC 

60 controller ) or for RFID transmission ( i.e. an RFID control 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION ler ) . Embodiments , and accompanying figures , of the inven 

tion may make reference to an NFC controller by way of 
Near - field communication ( NFC ) is a set of communica example only and are not intended to limit the integrated 

tion protocols that enable two electronic devices to establish contact - less communication controller to a configuration for 
communication by bringing them within a short range of 65 an NFC controller . In embodiments of the invention , the 
each other ( e.g. 10 cm or less ) . The origins of NFC are integrated touch sensor may detect the touch of a finger or 
rooted in radio - frequency identification ( RFID ) technology hand and as a result transmit , via the integrated touch relay , 
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a signal to the integrated NFC controller . In embodiments of dielectric backing . IC chip 211 may be connected , via 
the invention , the integrated NFC controller may be disabled electrical connection 215 , to antenna 220 which may also be 
by default and may only become enabled , and thus able to inlayed on the same dielectric backing as IC chip 211. In an 
transmit , via the integrated antenna , account holder infor example embodiment , IC chip 211 may be any micropro 
mation stored within the card to a NFC reader in close 5 cessor device configured to exchange data electromagneti 
proximity , when both a cardholder is in physical contact cally . IC chip 211 may include a radio frequency inductor , 
with the integrated touch sensor and a voltage is present volatile or non - volatile memory storage , a microprocessor , 
within the antenna . and / or circuitry logic . Additionally , NFC controller 210 may 

Embodiments of the present invention will now be include a small amount of non - volatile memory ( not shown ) , 
described , by way of example only , in detail with reference 10 for example , some kind of EEPROM , which may be used to 
to the accompanying Figures . In the following detailed store information . In an example embodiment , IC chip 211 
description of embodiments of the invention , numerous may contain circuitry logic to enable NFC controller 210 to 
specific details are set forth in order to provide a more transmit card information . The circuitry logic within IC chip 
thorough understanding of the invention . However , it will be 211 may enable NFC controller 210 upon the satisfaction of 
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that the invention 15 two conditions , namely , the presence of a high signal from 
may be practiced without these specific details . In other touch relay 250 and the presence of a sufficient induced 
instances , well - known features have not been described in voltage in antenna 220. The induced voltage within antenna 
detail to avoid unnecessarily complicating the description . 220 may result from impinging radio frequency electromag 
Moreover , NFC cards are used throughout this disclosure as netic waves from , for example , an NFC reader ( not shown ) . 
one example of contact - less cards , however , the techniques 20 IC chip 211 may modulate the induced voltage in antenna 
disclosed herein may be applied in connection with any 220 in accordance with data and logic stored within the 
contact - less card technologies that are designed for short non - volatile memory as a means for transmitting informa 
range communications . tion to the NFC reader . In various embodiments , the dielec 

FIG . 1 illustrates a set of contact - less devices 100 , which tric backing can be , for example , a credit / debit card or other 
in various embodiments may be smart credit or debit cards , 25 smart card , an identification badge , etc. In an example 
transportation system fare cards , access badges , etc. Each embodiment , NFC controller 210 and IC chip 211 may be 
card contains an NFC circuit that allows it to communicate implemented within a credit card . In response to the pres 
with a reader , such as point of sale ( POS ) reader 110 , when ence of both a sufficient induced voltage in antenna 220 and 
the card is placed in close proximity to the reader . Various a high signal ( i.e. touch signal ) from touch relay 250 , NFC 
types of readers and contact - less card technologies exist ; for 30 controller 210 may become enabled and transmit , via IC 
example , smart credit cards use a different contact - less card chip 211 and antenna 220 , card information such as : card 
transport technology than access badges . As used herein the holder name , card issuer ( e.g. Visa , AMEX ) , bank name , 
terms “ transport technology ” , “ communication protocol ” , purchase history , card type , 16 - digit acc int number , coun 
and similar phrases mean the same thing and refer to a try code , expiration date , and issue date . On the other hand , 
specific physical layer and media access layer used for 35 if NFC controller 210 does not detect a high signal from 
contact - less card communications by a particular smart card touch relay 250 , NFC controller 210 may not be enabled and 
or access badge . thus unable to transmit card information . 

FIG . 2 illustrates an enhanced contact - less card 200 , In embodiments of the invention , antenna 220 may be a 
representative of a credit / debit card , in accordance with an thin wire coil which wraps around some or all of the 
embodiment of the present invention . In an example 40 perimeter and / or surface area of a dielectric backing , inlayed 
embodiment , enhanced contact - less card 200 may include within enhanced contact - less card 200 , in one or more turns , 
NFC controller 210 , antenna 220 , power 230 , touch sensor forming an antenna for receiving the radio frequency trans 
240 , and touch relay 250 , interconnected via electrical mission from a nearby contact - less card reader . In other 
connections 215 , 235 , and 255. Electrical connection 215 embodiments , antenna 220 may be printed on top of 
interconnects antenna 220 and NFC controller 210. Electri- 45 enhanced contact - less card 200. Furthermore , in embodi 
cal connection 235 interconnects power 230 , touch sensor ments of the invention , antenna 220 may operate to utilize 
240 , and touch relay 250. Electrical connection 255 inter the received radio frequency transmission to energize NFC 
connects touch sensor 240 , and touch relay 250 , and NFC controller 210 ( i.e. electromagnetic induction ) and to trans 
controller 210. In other embodiments , enhanced contact - less mit card information as determined by logic within IC chip 
card 200 may also include technologies which implement 50 211 . 
contact - based card functions ( e.g. a contact plate , a magnetic In an example embodiment , power 230 represents an 
strip ) . Furthermore , in various embodiments , enhanced con internal source of electric power for touch sensor 240 and 
tact - less card 200 may implement any available contact - less touch relay 250. In an example embodiment , power 230 may 
card technologies and / or contact - less card technologies be any commercially available or proprietary thin film 
which may be developed subsequent to this disclosure . 55 lithium ion or lithium - polymer battery capable of powering 
Currently available contact - less card technologies include , touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 , in accordance with 
e.g. , RFID and NFC technologies , each of which is defined embodiments of the invention . Alternatively , in another 
by a variety of technical specifications . The technical speci embodiment , touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 may be 
fications are updated and modified on an ongoing basis by powered by a nearby NFC reader through electromagnetic 
the authorities responsible for RFID , NFC , and supporting 60 induction of antenna 220 . 
standards . Enhanced contact - less card 200 may implement For example , FIG . 3 illustrates an enhanced contact - less 
any RFID and / or NFC technical specification , as will be card 200 , representative of a credit / debit card , in accordance 
appreciated by those of skill in the art . The operations and with another embodiment of the present invention where 
functions of contact - less card 200 are described in further touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 are powered as a result 
detail below with regard to FIG . 4 and FIG . 5 . 65 of electromagnetic induction of antenna 220. In such an 

In an example embodiment , NFC controller 210 may embodiment , touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 may be 
include an integrated circuit ( IC ) chip 211 inlayed on a interconnected with antenna 220 via electrical connection 
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235. In such an embodiment , impinging radio frequency FIG . 5 describes a use case illustrating the operations of 
electromagnetic waves from , for example , a nearby NFC enhanced contact - less card 200 during an intended use , in 
reader ( not shown ) , may induce a voltage within antenna accordance with an embodiment of the invention . Referring 
220 sufficient to power touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 to step S510 , a cardholder may place enhanced contact - less 
via electrical connection 235 . 5 card 200 in close proximity to a card reader such as a NFC 

In embodiments of the invention , touch sensor 240 rep card reader . This action may be in response to a requested 
resents a physical device that senses physical contact with a payment in connection with a transaction which is known 
holder of enhanced contact - less card 200. In embodiments and authorized by the cardholder . The close proximity to the 
of the invention , touch sensor 240 may determine physical NFC card reader may produce a voltage within antenna 220 
contact from the cardholder through human capacitance . 10 as a result of electromagnetic induction from the nearby 
Touch sensor 240 may be a material , or apparatus , that NFC card reader . The induced voltage within antenna 220 
changes the electric state of current passing between touch may be sufficient to power the components ( i.e. IC chip 211 , 
sensor 240 and touch relay 250 when a cardholder comes non - volatile memory ) within NFC controller 210 , via elec 
into contact with touch sensor 240. In an example embodi trical connection 215. Furthermore , circuitry logic within IC 
ment , touch sensor 240 may cover a designated surface area 15 chip 211 may operate to detect the presence of the induced 
of enhanced contact - less card 200. However , in another voltage within antenna 220 , via electrical connection 215 . 
embodiment , touch sensor 240 may cover the entire surface Referring to step S520 , the cardholder may make physical 
area of enhanced contact - less card 200. For example , touch contact with touch sensor 240 on enhanced contact - less card 
sensor 240 may detect physical contact as a result of the 200. In an example embodiment , physical contact with touch 
cardholder touching the designated touch sensor area with a 20 sensor 240 may result from the cardholder touching touch 
digit ( i.e. finger , thumb ) or as a result of being in the sensor 240 with a digit . In another embodiment , physical 
cardholder's hand . Furthermore , in embodiments of the contact with touch sensor 240 may result from enhanced 
invention , touch sensor 240 may send , via electrical con contact - less card 200 being held within the cardholder's 
nection 255 , a signal to touch relay 250 upon detecting hand . Touch sensor 240 may implement capacitive touch 
physical contact with the cardholder . 25 technology to detect changes the electric state of current 

In embodiments of the invention , touch relay 250 repre passing between touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 . 
sents an integrated circuit which operates to detect a signal , When a change occurs in the electric state of current passing 
received from touch sensor 240 , indicating that enhanced between touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250 ( i.e. as a 
contact - less card 200 is in physical contact with a card result of physical contact with touch sensor 240 ) , touch 
holder . Furthermore , in response to receiving a signal from 30 sensor 240 transmits , via electrical connection 255 , a signal 
touch sensor 240 , touch relay 250 may also operate to to touch relay 250 for as long as the physical contact is 
transmit , via electrical connection 255 , a high signal to IC occurring . If physical contact with touch sensor 240 does not 
chip 211 within NFC controller 210. In an example embodi occur , then touch sensor 240 does not transmit a signal to 
ment , the high signal transmitted to IC chip 211 may have touch relay 250. In an example embodiment , touch relay 250 
the effect of enabling NFC controller 210 such that NFC 35 may receive , via electrical connection 255 , a signal from 
controller 210 may transmit card information when detect touch sensor 240 upon the occurrence , and for the duration , 
ing a sufficient induced voltage in antenna 220 in addition to of physical contact with touch sensor 240. Furthermore , for 
the high signal received from touch relay 250. In the event as long as touch relay 250 is receiving a signal from touch 
that IC chip 211 does not detect a high signal from touch sensor 240 , touch relay 250 may transmit a high signal to IC 
relay 250 , NFC controller 210 may remain disabled and 40 chip 211 , via electrical connection 255. Circuitry logic 
unable to transmit card information . within IC chip 211 may also operate to detect the presence 

In another embodiment , the operations and functions of of the high signal received from touch relay 250 . 
touch relay 250 may be incorporated within IC chip 211 , Referring to step S530 , IC chip 211 may enable , via 
such that IC chip 211 may be able to directly receive the high internal circuitry logic , NFC controller 210 upon the satis 
signal from touch sensor 240. For example , FIG . 4 illustrates 45 faction of two conditions , namely , the presence of a suffi 
an enhanced contact - less card 200 , representative of a credit / cient induced voltage in antenna 220 and the presence of a 
debit card , in accordance with another embodiment of the high signal from touch relay 250. In the event one of these 
present invention where touch sensor 240 may detect physi two conditions is not satisfied , NFC controller 210 is dis 
cal contact as a result of the cardholder touching the desig abled . In an example embodiment , once the conditions of an 
nated touch sensor area with a digit or as a result of being 50 induced voltage within antenna 220 and a high signal from 
in the cardholder's hand . In response to detection of physical touch relay 250 are both satisfied , IC chip 211 enables NFC 
contact , touch sensor 240 may transmit , via electrical con controller 210. Once enabled , NFC controller 210 may 
nection 255 , a high signal directly to IC chip 211. In such an transmit , via antenna 220 , card information ( e.g. cardholder 
embodiment , IC chip 211 may be further configured to name , card issuer ( e.g. Visa , AMEX ) , bank name , purchase 
detect the high signal from touch sensor 240. Furthermore , 55 history , card type , 16 - digit account number , country code , 
in such an embodiment , touch sensor 240 may be powered expiration date , issue date ) to allow for the process of 
as a result of electromagnetic induction of antenna 220 , as payment and complete the transaction . 
touch sensor 240 may be interconnected with antenna 220 FIG . 6 describes a use case illustrating the operations of 
via electrical connection 235. Impinging radio frequency enhanced contact - less card 200 during an unintended use , in 
electromagnetic waves from , for example , a nearby NFC 60 accordance with an embodiment of the invention . Referring 
reader ( not shown ) , may induce a voltage within antenna to step S610 , a cardholder may be in a location where 
220 sufficient to power touch sensor 240 via electrical enhanced contact - less card 200 is , unknowingly and unin 
connection 235 . tendedly , located in close proximity to a card reader such as 

In embodiments of the invention , electrical connections a NFC card reader . For example , the cardholder may be in 
215 , 235 , and 255 represent electrical connections which 65 a populated public space such as a shopping center or a 
form direct connections between power 230 , touch sensor crowded train car . Such a location may afford a malicious 
240 , touch relay 250 , NFC controller 210 , and antenna 220 . actor the opportunity to place a concealed NFC card reader 
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in close proximity to enhanced contact - less card 200 and performed concurrently , and / or performed in a different 
attempt to steal card information via the concealed NFC card order than the order shown in the figures and / or described 
reader ( e.g. an NFC enabled smartphone , a chip reader , any herein . Accordingly , embodiments of the invention should 
active NFC device ) . This is known as skimming . The close not be considered limited to the specific ordering of steps 
proximity to the NFC card reader may produce a voltage 5 shown in the figures and / or described herein . 
within antenna 220 as a result of electromagnetic induction 
from the nearby NFC card reader . The induced voltage What is claimed is : 
within antenna 220 may be sufficient to power the compo 1. A contact - less card , the contact - less card comprising : 
nents ( i.e. IC chip 211 , non - volatile memory ) within NFC a touch sensor electrically coupled to a fixed power 
controller 210 , via electrical connection 215. Furthermore , 10 source ; 
circuitry logic within IC chip 211 may operate to detect the contact - less communication controller electrically 
presence of the induced voltage within antenna 220 , via coupled to the touch sensor , wherein the contact - less 
electrical connection 215 . communication controller comprises an integrated cir 

Referring to step S620 , in such a location the cardholder cuit containing card information , and wherein the inte 
may not be in physical contact with touch sensor 240 on 15 grated circuit transmits the card information based on a 
enhanced contact - less card 200 as the cardholder may store signal from the touch sensor and based on a change 
enhanced contact - less card 200 in a pocket , wallet , or other occurring in an electric state of current passing between 
container when not in use for an intended transaction . Touch the touch sensor and a touch relay ; and 
sensor 240 may implement capacitive touch technology to an antenna electrically coupled to the contact - less com 
detect changes the electric state of current passing between 20 munication controller , wherein the antenna transmits 
touch sensor 240 and touch relay 250. When a change occurs card information received from the contact - less com 
in the electric state of current passing between touch sensor munication controller . 
240 and touch relay 250 ( i.e. as a result of physical contact 2. The contact - less card of claim 1 , wherein the contact 
with touch sensor 240 ) , touch sensor 240 transmits , via less communication controller is configured for NFC trans 
electrical connection 255 , a signal to touch relay 250 for as 25 mission or RFID transmission . 
long as the physical contact is occurring . If physical contact 3. The contact - less card of claim 1 , wherein an induced 
with touch sensor 240 does not occur , then touch sensor 240 voltage within the antenna powers the integrated circuit . 
does not transmit a signal to touch relay 250. In an embodi 4. The contact - less card of claim 1 , wherein the integrated 
ment , touch relay 250 may not receive , via electrical con circuit comprises a microprocessor device configured to 
nection 255 , a signal from touch sensor 240 in the absence 30 exchange data electromagnetically . 
of physical contact with touch sensor 240. Furthermore , 5. The contact - less card of claim 1 , wherein the antenna 
while touch relay 250 is not receiving a signal from touch comprises a thin - wire coil configured to receive a radio 
sensor 240 , touch relay 250 may no transmit a high signal frequency transmission , and wherein a radio frequency 
to IC chip 211 , via electrical connection 255. Circuitry logic magnetic field associated with the received radio frequency 
within IC chip 211 may also operate to detect the absence of 35 transmission induces a voltage within the antenna . 
a high signal from touch relay 250 . 6. The contact - less card of claim 1 , wherein the touch 

Referring to step S630 , IC chip 211 may enable , via sensor comprises a capacitive touch sensor . 
internal circuitry logic , NFC controller 210 upon the satis 7. The contact - less card of claim 6 , wherein the touch 
faction of two conditions , namely , the presence of a suffi sensor changes an electric state of current passing between 
cient induced voltage in antenna 220 and the presence of a 40 the touch sensor and the integrated circuit based on physical 
high signal from touch relay 250. In the event one , or both , contact with the touch sensor . 
of these two conditions is not satisfied , NFC controller 210 8. The contact - less card of claim 6 , wherein the touch 
is disabled . In an embodiment where the condition of an sensor transmits the signal to the integrated circuit based on 
induced voltage within antenna 220 is satisfied while the physical contact with the touch sensor . 
condition of a high signal from touch relay 250 is unsatis- 45 9. The contact - less card of claim 1 , wherein the fixed 
fied , IC chip 211 may not enable NFC controller 210 . power source comprises a thin film lithium ion or lithium 
Accordingly , NFC controller 210 may not transmit , via polymer battery . 
antenna 220 , card information ( e.g. cardholder name , 10. The contact - less card of claim 9 , wherein the fixed 
16 - digit account number , expiration date , issue date ) to the power source powers the touch sensor . 
concealed NFC card reader and therefore prevent the mali- 50 11. A contact - less card , the contact - less card comprising : 
cious actor from skimming card information from enhanced 
contact - less card 200 . contact - less communication controller electrically 

The descriptions of the various embodiments of the coupled to the touch sensor , wherein the contact - less 
present invention have been presented for purposes of communication controller comprises an integrated cir 
illustration , but are not intended to be exhaustive or limited 55 cuit containing card information , and wherein the inte 
to the embodiments disclosed . The terminology used herein grated circuit transmits the card information based on a 
was chosen to explain the principles of the one or more signal from the touch sensor and based on a change 
embodiments , the practical application or technical occurring in an electric state of current passing between 
improvement over technologies found in the marketplace , or the touch sensor and a touch relay ; and 
to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the 60 an antenna electrically coupled to the contact - less com 
embodiments . Various modifications , additions , substitu munication controller , wherein the antenna transmits 
tions , and the like will be apparent to those of ordinary skill card information received from the contact - less com 
in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the munication controller , and wherein the antenna is elec 
invention , as defined in the following claims . trically coupled to the touch sensor . 

Furthermore , although method steps may be presented 65 12. The contact - less card of claim 11 , wherein the contact 
and described herein in a sequential fashion , one or more of less communication controller is configured for NFC trans 
the steps shown and described may be omitted , repeated , mission or RFID transmission . 

a touch sensor ; 
a 
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13. The contact - less card of claim 11 , wherein an induced 
voltage within the antenna powers the integrated circuit . 

14. The contact - less card of claim 11 , wherein an induced 
voltage within the antenna powers the touch sensor . 

15. The contact - less card of claim 11 , wherein the inte- 5 
grated circuit comprises a microprocessor device configured 
to exchange data electromagnetically . 

16. The contact - less card of claim 11 , wherein the antenna 
comprises a thin - wire coil configured to receive a radio 
frequency transmission , and wherein a radio frequency 10 
magnetic field associated with the received radio frequency 
transmission induces a voltage within the antenna . 

17. The contact - less card of claim 11 , wherein the touch 
sensor comprises a capacitive touch sensor . 

18. The contact - less card of claim 17 , wherein the touch 15 
sensor changes an electric state of current passing between 
the touch sensor and the integrated circuit based on physical 
contact with the touch sensor . 

19. The contact - less card of claim 17 , wherein the touch 
sensor transmits the signal to the integrated circuit based on 20 
physical contact with the touch sensor . 


